This paper investigates runway sequencing for real world scenarios at one of the world's busiest airports, London Heathrow. Several pruning principles are introduced that enable significant reductions of the problem's average complexity, without compromising the optimality of the resulting sequences, nor compromising the modelling of important real world constraints and objectives. The pruning principles are generic and can be applied in a variety of heuristic, meta-heuristic or exact algorithms. They could also be applied to different runway configurations, as well as to different variants of the machine scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times, the generic variant of the runway sequencing problem in this paper. They have been integrated into a dynamic program for runway sequencing, which has been shown to be able to generate optimal sequences for large scale problems at an extremely low computational cost, whilst considering complex non-linear and non-convex objective functions that offer significant flexibility to model real world preferences and real world constraints. The results shown here counter the proliferation of papers that claim that runway sequencing problems are too complex to solve exactly and therefore attempt to solve them heuristically.
Introduction
The recent and predicted future growth in air transport (Eurocontrol 2013) has already increased the pressure on airport resources around the world, and will continue to do so. This is especially true in the case of runways at highly congested airports that already operate at or close to their maximum capacity. Runway capacity often limits the overall airport capacity, thus the efficient use of this scarce resource is particularly important; failure to do so can significantly increase delays, aircraft emissions and costs for airlines. Adding extra runway capacity (i.e. new runways) is expensive, requires long term planning and may not be possible at many airports due to space restrictions. However, improved use of existing runways may be achieved by intelligently scheduling runway operations by re-sequencing aircraft. This is complex to achieve and requires highly sophisticated algorithmic approaches to be embedded within complex decision support systems to assist runway operators. Such algorithms must be fast enough to allow their use in highly dynamic environments.
Since different separations have to be maintained between aircraft of different types (see Section 2), the order in which aircraft use the runway will affect the overall runway throughput and the delays for each aircraft. The problem of determining this order is called the runway sequencing problem. It aims at finding a feasible sequence that meets all constraints and has a satisfactory or optimal value for some given objective function(s). Many constraints apply to the runway sequencing problem, such as ensuring that safe separations are always maintained between aircraft, ensuring that aircraft are not scheduled to use the runway before they can get there, and meeting any landing/take-off deadlines which may apply to aircraft. There will usually also be a number of conflicting objectives (Atkin et al. 2010 , Atkin 2013 , Bennell et al. 2011 , such as to maximise the runway utilisation, to reduce the average delay per aircraft, and to ensure some level of fairness between the delays for different aircraft. Full details of the problem are provided in Section 2.
If aircraft are considered as jobs and the runway as a machine, the underlying runway sequencing problem is a variant of the machine scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times, which is known to be NP-hard (Pinedo 2002) . For this reason, a fast optimal algorithm for the general formulation is unlikely to be attainable. However, the characteristics of the runway sequencing problem result in sub-structures within the data and separation rules which can be leveraged to improve the tractability of real world instances. For example, the separations which are required between aircraft are not arbitrary, but follow specified rules depending upon the aircrafts' weight classes, speed groups and departure routes. This results in a separation table which is highly structured, the structure of which can be utilised to simplify the problem. We note that, in the case of departures, downstream constraints, e.g., to ensure in-flight separations or control congestion for downstream sectors, are usually applied on the runway. The departure sequencing problem therefore has more, and more complex, constraints than the arrival sequencing problem, for which only the weight classes of the aircraft influence the separations. I.e. separation rules for departures usually do not have such simple structures in them that can be exploited for simplifying the problem. For this reason, the focus of this paper is upon the departure sequencing problems in complex real world environments. Experiments have shown that the approach is also applicable for arrival problems, and that these are actually much easier for it to solve, as will be observed in Section 4.2.
A number of exact approaches for the runway sequencing problem have been introduced previously, and are discussed in more detail below. Heuristic approaches were introduced by, for example, Atkin et al. (2007) and Bianco et al. (1999) . We refer the reader to Bennell et al. (2011) for an extensive survey of previous approaches.
Psaraftis (1980) utilised the characteristics of the problem to design an approach which grouped identical aircraft into a number of queues, one per aircraft type, and exploits the fact that a known precedence order exists within the queues in terms of total processing cost. The proposed dynamic program to solve the problem of interleaving queues is polynomial as a function of the number of aircraft n and exponential as a function of the number of aircraft types N (O(N 2 (n + 1) N ). Such an approach is practical for arrival sequencing, where there may be up to six or seven queues (N ), but is impractical for take-off sequencing or mixed mode sequencing (simultaneous arrivals and departures) since many more queues are required in these cases (due to the more complex separations, up to 33 queues for the problem instances considered in this paper). Psaraftis further enhanced his approach by utilising constrained position shifts, introduced by Dear (1976) .
Constrained position shifts restrict an aircraft's maximum positional shift relative to its position in the initial sequence, usually in first come first served order. This not only reduces the number of aircraft which have to be considered for each position in the sequence, but also enforces equity by preventing individual aircraft from being advanced or delayed disproportionally.
Constrained position shifts were also applied in the dynamic program introduced by Balakrishnan and Chandran (2010) . Their approach has a complexity that is polynomial as a function of the number of aircraft n and exponential as a function of the constrained position shift k (O(n(2k + 1) (2k+2) )). The authors also presented an extension of the approach to allow the optimisation of more complex objective functions, albeit at an increased computational complexity.
Whilst constrained position shifts can be effective in many cases of arrival sequencing, in mixed mode operations, delays may differ widely between arrivals and departures, thus overall maximum position shift constraints are impractical. Even within departure operations alone, the differing delays which accumulate across different departure routes, and the requirements to meet time window constraints can require large positional shifts (i.e. large values for k) for the good runway sequences, thereby challenging the tractability and practicality of approaches based on them. We refer the reader to Atkin et al. (2007) and Atkin et al. (2010) for a more detailed discussion of why large positional delays are sometimes beneficial rather than harmful.
If the objectives can be (at least piecewise) linearised, the problem can potentially be solved using a MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Programming) solver such as CPLEX. Beasley et al. (2000) and Ernst et al. (1999) applied such an approach for the arrival scheduling problem with hard landing time windows. Beasley et al. (2000) introduced a mixed integer 0-1 formulation for the static, mixed or segregated, single or multiple runway sequencing problem. The approach exploits the presence of disjoint intervals due to relatively narrow hard time windows for arrivals (caused by speed and fuel limitations), applying a similar sort of simplification as for constrained position shifts, but utilising landing time rather than landing position. The approach allows the modelling of precedence constraints, complex separation matrices and complex piecewise linear and non-linear cost functions through time discretization and linearisation. Additional constraints are added to strengthen the formulation and improve its tractability.
In summary, a number of approaches have been developed in the past to simplify the runway sequencing problem, utilising the characteristics of the problem to do so. However, the assumptions which underlie these approaches fail to hold for departure or mixed mode sequencing, where large position shifts can be necessary for high quality results and time-windows are usually large (or open-ended) and may overlap with many other windows (preventing them from being used to simplify the problem). In addition, real world departure sequencing problem instances often require the consideration of complex objective functions that model trade-offs between multiple individual real world preferences (including delay, equity of delay, and time window compliance), further increasing the challenging nature of this problem.
This paper introduces a number of practical approaches for reducing the computation required for the general runway sequencing problem, expressed in terms of pruning rules for the search tree. Their efficacy in a dynamic program is illustrated on a number of complex real world takeoff sequencing problems. A complex non-linear, non-convex and discontinuous objective function which was introduced in Atkin et al. (2007) and is based upon real controller preferences is utilised.
Despite the challenging nature of the objective function (in particular for traditional MIP based approaches) and the conflicting objectives that it models, the pruning rules which are introduced here are shown to work well and to enable an algorithm to find optimal solutions extremely quickly -fast enough to be of practical use for real time runway scheduling. The effects of each of these rules is evaluated in terms of their effectiveness in reducing both the number of states in the problem and the solution time. Pruning rules have received considerable attention in the literature on machine scheduling and help to improve tractability (Allahverdi et al. 1999 (Allahverdi et al. , 2008 . However, the majority of these approaches do not consider sequence dependent setup times, nor complex non-convex, non-linear, or discontinuous objective functions such as the one considered here. Earlier work on dominance rules that did consider sequence dependent setup times includes Ragatz (1993) and Bianco et al. (1999) . Ragatz (1993) introduces a branch and bound algorithm to optimise total tardiness and prunes the search tree when local improvements can be achieved through a pairwise interchange of jobs without increasing the future cost. Similar approaches that exploit local improvement strategies were introduced by Luo and C. Chu (2007) for the maximum tardiness problem, Sourd (2005) for the earliness-tardiness problem, and by Luo et al. (2005) and Luo and Chu (2006) . The branch and bound approach presented by Sewell et al. (2012) maintains a set of non-dominated solutions during the exploration of the search tree, and uses the set to establish dominance relationships for the current branch.
In contrast to approaches which reduce the search space by limiting the movement of aircraft within the sequence, the pruning of the search space introduced here exploits (in most cases)
characteristics of the objective function to infer that the current sequence, or any future sequences based on it (by appending aircraft to it), is sub-optimal. Whilst the characteristics are investigated in the context of the objective function considered here, it can be easily shown that many of them transfer to other objective functions that are commonly considered in the literature. The advantage of exploiting characteristics of the objective function in the pruning rules is that partial sub-sequences which show known poor characteristics can be pruned much earlier, even before the dominating partial sequences have been generated. In addition, our pruning rules often have a much lower complexity when compared to some of the the pruning rules based on local improvements used in the approaches for machine scheduling listed above, and they are therefore usually more effective from a computational point of view.
The pruning rules which we introduce in this paper could also be of use in other approaches to this problem, having value beyond the specific dynamic programming approach which has been developed. Moreover, whilst the results that we present in this paper are for departure sequencing, the approach can also be applied to arrivals and mixed mode operations on a single runway (since both use the same, or simpler, constraints than the ones used here). Furthermore, when multiple runways are considered, runway allocations are usually pre-determined based on the departure route (to de-conflict), the aircraft size, or the position of the aircraft. In this case, the approach can easily be extended to support multiple runways, since the problem can be modelled as a single runway with a separation matrix that includes inter-runway separations if the runways are interacting, or it can be decomposed per runway if they are not interacting. Finally, the survey on Article submitted to Transportation Science; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) machine scheduling carried out by Panwalkar and Iskander (1977) reports that 70% of schedulers state that setup times are sequence dependent in about 25% of the cases, and that the exact setup times depend on the degree of similarity between jobs, and hence are well structured. Given that the runway sequencing problem considered here is cast as a single machine scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times, and considering the observation that many real world instances of such problems are well structured, our approach is expected to be applicable to a wide variety of similar problems, and could therefore have a significant impact on a large number of real world applications.
The outline of this paper is as follows: The runway sequencing problem is detailed in Section 2, where the constraints and objectives are explained in more detail, along with an explanation of the real world problem and the reasons for the structure within the data. The various pruning rules are then introduced in Section 3, where their complexity is discussed and a proof is provided for each, showing that the application will not result in a loss of optimality. For the purpose of illustrating their efficacy, these rules were implemented within a dynamic programming algorithm and this is explained in Section 3.7. The results of applying this algorithm to the take-off sequencing datasets for Heathrow (from Atkin et al. (2012) ) are then given in Section 4, where the problems which would occur if a constrained position shift approach was used are also shown. Finally, some conclusions are drawn and the wider implications of this work are discussed in Section 5. 
Problem description and model
Given a set of aircraft S, with (asymmetric) minimum separations δ ij between any ordered pair of aircraft i and j (where i precedes j), the runway sequencing problem consists of finding a sequence of landings and take-offs, s, such that an optimal (or acceptable, for heuristic methods) value is achieved for some given objective function(s), subject to the satisfaction of all hard constraints.
Constraints
A feasible sequence must meet minimum runway separations, hard time windows (if applicable), and earliest take-off times. Any sequence that violates these constraints is not feasible in practice, and can be eliminated from the solution space.
2.1.1. Separation Constraints For the departure instances considered here, the minimum runway separations are determined by the aircraft's weight classes, speed groups, and their standard instrument departure routes (SIDs). An aircraft's weight class determines the severity of the wake turbulence it causes, the time that is required for this to dissipate, and its senstivity to wake turbulence caused by other aircraft. Larger aircraft generate, in general, more turbulence, to which smaller aircraft are more sensitive. Consequently, a larger weight class separation is required when a large aircraft is followed by a small aircraft, than when a small aircraft is followed by a large aircraft (i.e. the separations are asymmetric). In a similar fashion, larger speed group separations may be required when a slower aircraft is followed by a faster aircraft on the same route. This is necessary to prevent the following aircraft from catching up before their routes diverge. Minimum departure route separations are influenced by the climb and the relative bearing of the route, as well as congestion in downstream airspace sectors. The latter may require an increased separation upon take-off, to space out traffic and prevent the overloading of en-route sectors and controllers.
The minimum separation that must be maintained at the runway between the take-off time of two (departing) aircraft is equal to the maximum of their weight, speed, and SID separation. This results in a well structured separation matrix. For instance, the required separation for a fast and small aircraft is usually no less than the separation for a slow and large aircraft if they follow the same aircraft on the same route. However, the resulting separation matrix does not necessarily obey the triangle inequality. I.e., given three aircraft i, j, and k using the runway in the order i, then j, then k with the respective required separations between them denoted by δ ij , δ jk , and δ ik , then δ ij + δ jk ≥ δ ik does not necessarily hold. The take-off time of one aircraft (e.g. k) can therefore be influenced by multiple-preceding aircraft (e.g., i and j). 
Assuming that each aircraft will be sequenced as early as possible (which is a valid assumption at busy airports), the time t i for aircraft i is equal to the maximum of r i and t x + δ xi for all x ∈ s i , where x denotes an aircraft in the partial sequence s i of aircraft which take-off before i and t x its take-off time. This is defined by Equation 2, in which r i can be substituted by Equation 1.
Objectives
The objective function, F (s), considered in our approach is defined by Equation 3 and models runway utilisation (quantified by the take-off time of the last aircraft in the partial or final sequence that contains all aircraft in the set, i.e. the makespan), total (non-linear) delay, and CTOT compliance. The runway utilisation is determined by the take-off time of the last aircraft in the sequence s and is equal to max x∈s t x . Apart from its meaning as an objective (since it reflects runway utilisation), makespan is also utilised for the evaluation of partial sequences in the pruning rules and in the dynamic programming algorithm introduced in Section 3, since it affects future take-off times. The objective function for delay and CTOT compliance is defined by the second component in Equation 3.
The delay cost for an aircraft i is calculated as a function of the difference between its base time b i and its take-off time t i , and measured as W 1 (t i − b i ) α , where W 1 and α are constants (α ≥ 1) which can be set to appropriate values to model controller preferences (Atkin et al. 2010) . Larger values of α penalise larger delays more severely and encourage a more equitable distribution of delay.
The cost for CTOT violations in Equation 3 is given by
is a non-convex discontinuous piecewise linear function that is defined by
Equation 4, in which ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 represent constants. The different segments of C(t i , lc i ) reflect the different costs associated with an aircraft taking off within its CTOT window (
narrowly missing its departure window but leaving no more than 300 seconds late (lc i < t i ≤ lc i + 300), or missing its CTOT window completely (lc i + 300 < t i ). Given the increasing degree of severity of missing a CTOT and hitting an extension, and missing CTOT and its extension completely, it is usual that ω 1 << ω 3 and ω 2 << ω 4 . This results in a jump in cost in the objective function that recognises that small time window extensions are sometimes possible for departures but should be avoided, whereas missing an extension is extremely bad. We note that the trade-off between delay cost and slot compliance in Equation 3 can be influenced by setting their weight factors (W 1 and W 2 ) appropriately. A summary of the notation is provided in Table 1 .
The objective function described above is based upon the function used in Atkin et al. (2007) which was defined in collaboration between those authors and the runway controllers at London Heathrow. It is currently used in one of the live decision support tools at London Heathrow. The tuning of this objective function to controller preferences was considered in Atkin et al. (2010) . Its properties in the context of the approach introduced here are analysed in more detail in Section 3.2. Earliest time of the CTOT window for aircraft i lc i
Latest time of the CTOT window for aircraft i α Power index to balance delay vs. equity of delay (α ≥ 1)
The minimum required separation between aircraft i and j n
The number of aircraft in the set N The number of aircraft types Table 1 Summary of the notation
Pruning rules and solution method
This section introduces six pruning principles that can significantly reduce the solution time for real world runway sequencing problems, without losing optimality. They also apply to other machine scheduling problems with sequence dependent setup times that have objectives and structures similar to the runway sequencing problem. The pruning rules are explained in this section along with proofs that solution optimality is not lost by using them. A discussion of the applicability and performance of each rule to runway sequencing problems and other setups in which they hold is also given. Finally, the section ends with a description of the dynamic programming method which was developed to solve the runway sequencing problems and is used in Section 4.
Our pruning principles are:
1. A multi-objective extension of the ability to infer a complete order within sets of separation identical aircraft (Psaraftis 1980) for the non-additive objective function considered here 2. The ability to infer conditional orders between sets of separation identical aircraft 3. The ability to infer conditional orders between sets of non-separation identical aircraft 4. The use of insertion dominance which prunes sequences with intrinsically bad characteristics 5. The use of dominance combined with lower bounding 6. The identification of more generic dominance rules between partial sequences (i.e. to which other aircraft still have to be added to the end) that cover non-identical sets of aircraft
The first principle results in the generation of a number of distinct sets of aircraft. The remaining principles result in a tight coupling between those aircraft sets and enable new dominance relations to be inferred between partial sequences. All principles can be applied to prune partial sequences and are therefore particularly useful in algorithms that generate sequences by adding one aircraft at a time, such as the dynamic program used here (described in Section 3.7) or, e.g., branch and bound algorithms. However, they are also useful in other algorithms that are working on complete sequences (containing the entire set of aircraft), e.g. to verify whether a particular change to the sequence will compromise its optimality.
The validity of each of the six core principles above in the context of runway sequencing is discussed in the remainder of this section. The importance of our proofs lies in the fact that they not only prove the feasibility of our approach, but also generalise its applicability to any comparable sets of linear and/or higher order objectives for which α ≥ 1, ω 1 ≥ ω 3 , and ω 2 ≥ ω 4 . Their integration into a dynamic program for solving the departure sequencing problem is discussed in Section 3.7, however they could also be applied to augment many other approaches previously introduced in the literature.
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Definitions
For the following proofs, let i and j denote two aircraft that are separation identical, i.e. the mutual separations for aircraft i and j with respect to all other aircraft x in the set S (which includes i and j) are the same (δ ix = δ jx , δ xi = δ xj ∀x ∈ S). Let k denote an aircraft that is not separation identical to i, i.e. ∃x ∈ S : δ ix = δ kx or δ xi = δ xk . Aircraft k is said to be "more difficult" to sequence than aircraft i with respect to a set of aircraft S if the mutual separations between k and any aircraft x ∈ S are no less than the respective separations between i and x, and strictly greater for at least one aircraft x ∈ S (i.e. δ kx ≥ δ ix , δ xk ≥ δ xi ∀x ∈ S and ∃x ∈ S : δ kx > δ ix or δ xk > δ xi ).
Let the base times for i, j, and k be denoted by b i , b j , b k , respectively, the start times of the hard and CTOT windows be denoted by et i , et j , et k and ec i , ec j , ec k , respectively, and the ends of hard and CTOT windows be denoted by lt i , lt j , lt k and lc i , lc j , lc k , respectively. Finally, let t x denote the take-off time of aircraft x in sequence s and t x denote the take-off time of aircraft x in sequence s .
Complete orders within sets of separation identical aircraft
A complete order exists between aircraft i and j if the objective value(s) and feasibility of any arbitrary sequence s including i and j cannot, under any circumstances, be improved by reversing the order of i and j in s. If such complete orders exist, the sequencing problem can be simplified to one of interleaving ordered sets of aircraft, always sequencing the first available aircraft from the respective sets. The existence of such complete orders between separation identical aircraft was shown by Psaraftis (1980) for the optimisation of processing cost, enabling a reduction in the complexity of the problem from factorial as a function of the number of aircraft n (i.e. n!) to exponential as a function of the number of aircraft types N , and equal to O(N 2 (n + 1) N ).
In a multi-objective context, a complete order may be inferred upon a set of aircraft if the complete orders for each of the individual constraints and objectives are consistent within the set.
The formal proofs below show that this is the case for the makespan and delay objectives, even with hard time window constraints if the base times (b i ), release dates (r i ), and the end times of hard time windows (lt i ) of the individual aircraft are in order. However, this is not the case for the cost incurred by CTOT windows.
Initial observations
We first present some initial observations which can be used to simplify later proofs.
Lemma 1. Given two sub-sequences s and s with identical aircraft in the same order, differing only in the take-off times (e.g. due to different aircraft preceeding s and s ), if t x ≤ t x for all aircraft x in s and s , the delay (or CTOT) cost for each individual aircraft in s will be no worse than its delay (or CTOT) cost in s , and the total delay (or CTOT) cost summed over all aircraft in s will be no worse than the total delay (or CTOT) cost summed over all aircraft in s . Lemma 2. Given two sub-sequences s and s with identical aircraft in the same order, differing only in the take-off times, if t x ≤ t x for all aircraft x in s and s , the violation of an aircraft's hard time window in s will be no worse than its violation in s , and hence if sequence s is infeasible, so will be sequence s .
Proof: Since the aircraft order in s and s is identical, and since x cannot be sequenced before et x and can always be delayed to meet et
hence any aircraft x in s cannot violate the time window in s (i.e. t x > lt x ) if x does not in s (i.e.
Lemma 3. Given two aircraft sets A and A ∪ x, the delay (or CTOT) cost for a sequence s based on A is no less than the delay (or CTOT) cost for a sequence s of A ∪ x with identical aircraft order for the aircraft in A and with x inserted at any arbitrary position, both with or without including the cost for x (without considering the cost of the aircraft remaining to be added).
Proof: Inserting an additional aircraft in any sequence cannot decrease the times for subsequent aircraft. The delay (or CTOT) cost is monotonically increasing and the delay (or CTOT) cost for x is non-negative (Equation 3).
Lemma 4. Let s and s denote two sequences based on the sets A and A ∪ x, respectively, for which the order of the aircraft in A is the same in s and s , and with x inserted at any arbitrary position in s (i.e. not appended). The violation of hard time windows for s is no less than for s , both with or without considering the violation for x, and without considering the cost of the aircraft remaining to be added.
Proof: Inserting an additional aircraft in any sequence cannot decrease the times for subsequent aircraft. It then follows that violations of hard time windows cannot decrease (Lemma 2).
Makespan
Theorem 1. An objective to minimise makespan can be considered to induce a complete order upon two separation identical aircraft i and j if r i ≤ r j .
Article submitted to Transportation Science; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) Proof: Let s denote a partial sequence containing i and j (in that order), and let s denote a partial sequence with identical order except that i and j are reversed. Let the times allocated to i and j be denoted by t i and t j for s, and by t i and t j for s . We will prove that if r i ≤ r j , then any sequence with prefix s will be no worse than the equivalent sequence with prefix s , and hence a complete order may be inferred between i and j for makespan. The proof has four components.
Firstly we show that t i ≤ t j . Secondly, we show through induction that the corresponding times for the aircraft between i and j in s (j and i in s ) are no later in s than s . Thirdly, we show that t j ≤ t i . Fourthly, we show that the inductive proof in the second part therefore also holds for any further aircraft which could be added to the end of s and s , completing the proof. Part 1: Let s i and s j denote the identical partial sequences of aircraft which are sequenced before i in s and before j in s . Given the definitions of s and s , s i = s j . From Equation 2 we know t i = max(r i , t x + δ xi ∀x ∈ s i ) and t j = max(r j , t x + δ xj ∀x ∈ s i ). Since i and j are separation identical and r i ≤ r j , then t i ≤ t j .
Part 2: Let y denote any aircraft between i and j in s (between j and i in s ) such that t y and t y denote the times of y in s and s , respectively. Let s y denote the sequence of aircraft which are before y in s and let s y denote the sequence of aircraft which are before y in s . From Equation 2 we know t y = max(r y , t x + δ xy ∀x ∈ s y ) and t y = max(r y , t x + δ xy ∀x ∈ s y ). By consideration of corresponding terms between the two equations, t y ≤ t y if t x ≤ t x for all x prior to y. t x = t x for all x ∈ s i , since the aircraft are identical, and t i ≤ t j (from part 1). Thus, by induction t y ≤ t y for all y between i and j in s.
Part 3: Let s j denote the partial sequence of aircraft before j in s and let s i denote the sequence of aircraft before i in s . From Equation 2, t j = max(r j , t x + δ xj ∀x ∈ s j ) and t i = max(r i , t x + δ xi ∀x ∈ s i ). From part 2, we know that t x ≥ t x for all x and x at corresponding positions in s j . Since j is sequenced before i in s , t i ≥ r j , and thus t i ≥ t j .
Part 4: The inductive proof from part 2 therefore also applies to t j and t i , and, thus, to all subsequent aircraft, including the ones which will be added to the end of the sequence.
Lemma 5. Given the definitions of s, s , t i , t j , t i , t j in the proof of Theorem 1, t i ≤ t j ≤ t j ≤ t i holds.
Proof: The sequence of aircraft prior to j in s is a sub-sequence of the sequence of aircraft prior to j in s, thus t j ≤ t j . From Theorem 1, t i ≤ t j and t j ≤ t i .
Lemma 6. Given the definitions in Theorem 1, t x ≤ t x for all aircraft x and x in corresponding positions in s and s , respectively.
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
Lemma 7. If an aircraft x is appended to both of the sequences s and s defined in Theorem 1 with times t x and t x respectively, then t x ≤ t x .
Proof: The inductive proof of Part 4 also applies to aircraft x, and to any subsequent aircraft.
Delay
Theorem 2. An objective to minimise the cost for delay in Equation 3 can be considered to induce a complete order upon two separation identical aircraft i and j where b i ≤ b j and r i ≤ r j .
Proof: Assume the same definitions for s, s , t i , t j , t i , t j as in Theorem 1. t x ≤ t x for all aircraft x and x in corresponding positions in s and s respectively (Lemma 6) and delay costs monotonically increase (Lemma 1). An objective to minimise delay can therefore induce a complete order upon i and j if Inequality 5 holds:
Since the conditions for Lemma 5 hold, we know t i ≤ t j ≤ t j ≤ t i , so we can define x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ≥ 0 such that t j = t i + x 1 , t j = t j + x 2 = t i + x 1 + x 2 , t i = t j + x 3 = t i + x 1 + x 2 + x 3 . Inequality 6 is then equivalent to Inequality 5.
Let x 2 = 0, then Inequality 6 becomes Inequality 7 or 8, which holds for all x 1 , x 3 ≥ 0.
Thus, Inequality 6 holds for x 2 = 0. As x 2 is increased (t i + x 1 + x 2 + x 3 − b i ) α will increase faster than (t i + x 1 + x 2 − b j ) α , since b i ≤ b j and x 3 ≥ 0. Inequalities 5 and 6 therefore hold for all x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ≥ 0, thus the cost of s can be no greater than the cost of s , so there is never a benefit from sequencing j before i.
Time windows
Theorem 3. Hard time windows can be considered to induce a complete order upon two separation identical aircraft i and j where r i ≤ r j and lt i ≤ lt j Proof: Assume the same definitions of s, s , t i , t j , t i , t j as in Theorem 1. Since an aircraft can always be delayed to meet the start of its window, et x ≤ t x is trivial. Since t x ≤ t x for all aircraft x and x at corresponding positions in s and s (Lemma 6), the time window violation of all aircraft other than i and j is no worse in s than in s (Lemma 2). If i misses its hard time window in s (i.e.
t i > lt i ), irrespective of j, i will also miss its time window in s , since t i ≥ t i , thus t i > lt i . If j misses its time window in s (i.e. t j > lt j ), then i will miss its time window in s , since t i ≥ t j and lt i ≤ lt j .
Since t x ≤ t x (Lemma 7) for any arbitrary aircraft x added to both s and s , the time window violation for x is no worse in the case of s. Hence, a complete order can be inferred between i and j for time window violations. In contrast to Lemma 8, complete orders cannot be inferred within separation identical sets when CTOT windows are considered due to the piecewise linear, discontinuous and non-convex objective function that models their cost. I.e., the better order for two separation identical aircraft i and j (b i ≤ b j ,r i ≤ r j , lc i ≤ lc j ) depends upon the times t i and t j . For example, let us assume that j is restricted by a CTOT window but i is not. Let s denote a partial sequence in which i is sequenced at time t i ≥ r j (i.e. after j becomes available for sequencing), and j is sequenced at time t j ≥ lc j (i.e., j misses its time window). Since t i ≥ r j , and i and j are separation identical, the aircraft could be swapped with no modification of times to i, j, or other aircraft. Even though the swap may potentially increase the delay cost (since b i ≤ b j , r i ≤ r j ) the reduction in the CTOT violation cost from scheduling j earlier could more than offset this. I.e., the total cost could be reduced. Conversely, if r j = t j (i.e., j could not be sequenced any earlier), there is no benefit from sequencing j before i, since this would not reduce j's CTOT violation cost, so the total cost for i and j (see §3.2.3) would not improve and could even increase.
If both i and j are subject to a CTOT, then the lower cost order will depend upon the relationship between t i , t j , ec i , ec j , lc i , and lc j . Given the CTOTs for i and j and the possible times at which i and j can be scheduled, say t 1 and t 2 , with t 1 < t 2 , if both aircraft can meet their time windows with i scheduled before j (i.e., t i = t 1 ≤ lc i and t j = t 2 ≤ lc j ), then i should precede j for reasons of delay. However, if lc i ≤ t 1 < lc j ≤ t 2 then swapping the aircraft so that t j = t 1 and t i = t 2 would mean that only i misses its time window. This could result in a lower total CTOT violation cost which could more than offset the increased delay cost.
Performance: An efficient algorithm would implement complete orders by generating and ordering the separation identical sets in a pre-processing step, i.e. before the actual sequencing is done.
This can be done through pairwise comparison of aircraft and their separations with the aircraft in the set S. The solution method can then interleave the ordered sets by selecting the first available aircraft in each of the sets and avoid consideration of later aircraft. If the solution method is exact, optimality of the resulting sequences will not be compromised since a complete order exists within the sets. It was shown by Psaraftis (1980) that interleaving ordered sets of aircraft reduces the worst case complexity from n! to O(N 2 (n + 1) N ), with N denoting the number of sets and n denoting the number of aircraft. I.e., complete orders reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm and require no additional computation during its execution.
The efficacy of using complete orders is highly influenced by the complexity and structure of the separation matrix, and the aircraft mix that operates at the airport in practice. In practice, the separation matrices for runway sequencing problems have a structure which enables complete orders to be exploited well. However, in extreme cases, e.g., where all aircraft are subject to a CTOT, when the aircraft mix is highly diverse, or when no separation identical aircraft are present, no complete orders can be inferred. Even in this case, however, the pruning rules introduced below can help to improve tractability.
Conditional orders
3.3.1. Conditional orders between sets of separation identical aircraft When partial sequences are compared, it will often be possible to infer some information about take-off times (e.g.
lower bounds) and the aircraft order required to obtain an optimal sequence taking into account the characteristics of the given objective function, even if the exact take-off times are not yet known.
This section looks at how an algorithm could use this information to prune partial sequences much earlier, i.e. before the sequences are generated and before the exact times are known.
Theorem 4. A conditional order can be inferred between two separation identical aircraft i and j (r i ≤ r j , lt i ≤ lt j ), such that i should precede j, when t i , t j , t i , t j are such that Inequality 9 holds.
Proof: Let us assume the definitions of s, s , t i , t j , t i , t j in Theorem 1. Since r i ≤ r j and lt i ≤ lt j , a complete order can be inferred between i and j with respect to makespan and hard time window violations. Hence, t x ≤ t x for all aircraft other than i and j at corresponding positions in s and s (Lemma 6), or at corresponding positions in sequences obtained by adding a subsequence containing the same aircraft in the same order to s and s (Lemma 7). It then follows that sequencing j before i could not decrease the makespan, the delay cost, the CTOT violation cost, and the violation of hard time windows for any of these aircraft (Lemmas 1 and 2). Hence, an order can be inferred between i and j such that i should precede j if Inequality 9 holds, and thus the cost for sequencing i before j is lower than the cost of sequencing j before i. 
Proof: If r i ≤ r j , lt i ≤ lt j , and b i ≤ b j , a complete order can be inferred between i and j for makespan, delay, and hard time window violations. Since delay costs are monotonically increasing
Since CTOT violation costs are monotonically increasing for ω 1 ≤ ω 3 and ω 2 ≤ ω 4 (Equation 4) and t j ≤ t i (Lemma 5), C(t i , lc j ) ≥ C(t j , lc j ), and thus
Meeting Inequality 10 is therefore sufficient for meeting Inequality 9, and a conditional order can be inferred between i and j as soon as Inequality 10 is met.
The minimum value of C(t i , lc i ) − C(t i , lc j ) occurs either at minimal t i or around the discontinuities in Equation   4 , and can therefore be calculated easily once an earliest time for t i is known, even before the exact value for t i is known. Time t i can be no earlier than the latest take-off time for an aircraft which is already in the partial sequence, and will increase as more aircraft are added, thereby further tightening Inequality 10.
A special case arises if t i ≤ lc i (lc i ≤ lc j ), i.e. if i can meet its time window. In this case, Inequality 9 reduces to Inequality 11. A complete order exists for delay if r i ≤ r j and b i ≤ b j , and thus
for lc i ≤ lc j , t j ≤ t i (Lemma 5), and C(t j , lc j ) ≥ 0. Thus, Inequality 11 must hold and a conditional order can be inferred between i and j if r i ≤ r j , b i ≤ b j , lt i ≤ lt j , lc i ≤ lc j and t i ≤ lc i .
If r i ≤ r j , b i ≤ b j , and lt i ≤ lt j and aircraft i and j are not subject to a CTOT window, their cost is equal to 0, and Theorem 5 reduces to Lemma 8, in which case a complete order exists between i and j. Finally, if aircraft j does not have a CTOT window, Inequality 9 reduces to Inequality 12, which is always satisfied (since a complete order exists for delay, the CTOT window cost is monotonically increasing, and t i ≤ t i , Lemma 5). I.e. a complete order exists between i and j in this case.
Conditional orders between non-separation identical aircraft
Theorem 6. A conditional order can be inferred between two non-separation identical aircraft i and k (i more difficult to sequence than k, r i ≤ r k , lt i ≤ lt k ) such that i should precede k if the increased separations for i compared to k do not impose an additional delay for any subsequent aircraft in the current partial sequence, or any aircraft remaining to be added to the current sequence when t i , t k , t i , t k are such that Inequality 13 holds.
Proof: Let s denote a partial sequence containing i and k (in that order), and let s denote a partial sequence with identical order except that i and k are reversed. Let the set of aircraft remaining to be added to s and s be denoted by R. If no additional delays are incurred by the aircraft subsequent to i in s or by any aircraft in R (relative to s ), then t x ≤ t x for all aircraft other than i and k. The makespan, delay cost, violation of hard time windows, and CTOT violation cost Article submitted to Transportation Science; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!) for these aircraft is thus no worse in s than in s (Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1 and 2). Since t i ≤ t i (the sequence of aircraft before i in s is a subsequence of the aircraft before i in s ) and t k ≤ t i (the increased separations for i compared to k do not impose additional delay), the observations for hard time windows in Theorem 3 remain valid. If Inequality 13 holds, the delay cost and the cost for CTOT violations for i and k is no worse in s than in s and a conditional order can be inferred for i and k.
In a similar fashion as in §3.3.1, a conditional order can still be inferred between i and k even if the exact values of t k and t i are not yet known. This is the case if the current increase in delay and time window cost for scheduling i rather than k is less than any future decrease in delay and time window cost when k and i are later added, as shown by Inequality 14 (a rearrangement of Inequality 13). We note that with respect to the cost for CTOT violations in Inequality 14, the observations from §3.3.1 remain valid.
Performance: To infer conditional orders when incrementally building up a sequence, the conditions in Theorems 4, 5 and 6 must be validated between the newly added aircraft and both the aircraft preceding it in the sequence and the aircraft remaining to be added to the sequence. The complexity of validating conditional orders is therefore linear as a function of the number of aircraft in S, denoted by |S|, since any aircraft is either added to the sequence or remaining to be added.
If complete orders are present in S, and hence a number of ordered separation identical sets has been defined, conditional orders have to be evaluated only for the first remaining aircraft in each of the N sets. In addition, they only have to be evaluated for aircraft that are either separation identical or are more difficult to sequence, and for which replacing them with j does not impose an additional delay on subsequent aircraft in the sequence (if r j >> t x , aircraft j is likely to impose an additional delay). The actual number of comparisons is therefore likely to be significantly fewer in practice. This makes the implementation of conditional orders very efficient from a computational point of view.
Extension: We note that conditional orders can be generalised to any arbitrary objective function/constraints, or any number of aircraft, as long as their exact times in the sequence are known.
Indeed, if a local improvement can be obtained without increasing the future cost, the partial sequence, or any sequence based on the unimproved order, is not optimal. This is also the case if the exact times of t j and t i are not yet known, as long as it can be establised for the given objective function that the current increase in cost for sequencing j before i is less than any future decrease.
Insertion dominance
Theorem 7. If an aircraft x can be inserted into a partial sequence s (i.e. not appended) without delaying any of the subsequent and remaining aircraft, the sequence s can be pruned without compromising optimality.
Proof: Since x can be inserted into s without delaying any of the subsequent and remaining aircraft, the makespan, delay cost, cost for CTOT violations, and the violation of hard time windows for these other aircraft does not increase (Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1 and 2). If x is scheduled after s, its time can be no earlier than if it was scheduled within s, thus the makespan, delay cost, CTOT violation cost (which are monotonically increasing), and the violation of hard time windows for x can also be no less (Theorem 1 and Lemmas 1 and 2). Therefore, the sequence based on s and containing x can be no worse than the sequence based on s to which x is appended later.
Performance: To evaluate insertion dominance, it is necessary to verify whether any of the remaining aircraft x ∈ R can be inserted into s without additional delay to the subsequent aircraft in s, or to the aircraft in R \ x. In practice, since complete orders exist between the aircraft in the same separation identical set, it is sufficient to validate this dominance rule only for the first remaining aircraft in each of the sets, and only for the positions in s where the maximum separation for x with any arbitrary aircraft exceeds the makespan of s augmented with the minimum separation (i.e., it can still influence future take-off times). The complexity of evaluating insertion dominance is therefore linear as a function of the number of separation identical sets N , and linear as a function of the number of positions that need to be considered for insertion dominance as determined by the maximum separation (this is 2 for the problem instances considered here).
The efficacy of insertion dominance is influenced by three factors: the distribution of the release dates r i ; the accumulated delay; and the occurrence of violations of the triangle inequality in the separation rules. If all release dates are equal, or it is a high delay situation, an aircraft x's release date, r x , is less likely to delay its take-off time. I.e., t x is likely to be constrained by the separation requirements only. Hence, the sequence may not contain idle time, so insertion dominance may not apply. However, if the separation rules violate the triangle inequality, i.e. δ ij ≥ δ ix + δ xj (with i preceding j in s), it may be possible to insert x between i and j without causing any additional delay to other aircraft, and hence without increasing their cost. In this case, s can be pruned without compromising optimality. In practice, the efficacy of insertion dominance is determined by a complex interaction between these three key factors (release dates, delay, and separation rules).
We therefore report empirical results on its efficacy in Section 4.
Extension:
We note that insertion dominance is valid for any monotonically increasing objective function. It can be easily and efficiently extended to "conditional insertion dominance" for an
arbitrary objective function, provided that it can be easily verified that the cost for inserting an aircraft is less than the future cost for adding the aircraft later.
Dominance with lower bounding
The presence of sequence dependent separations that violate the triangle inequality (e.g. for departure sequencing, mixed mode operations, or for multiple runway scenarios) means that the take-off time(s) and objective value(s) of future aircraft added to a given sequence s can be influenced by one or more preceding aircraft, typically the most recently sequenced ones. The set of aircraft in s that influence the times of future aircraft is called the "separation influencing set" and consists of all aircraft x ∈ s for which the separation constraints t x + δ xy may be binding upon the take-off time t y of any arbitrary aircraft y in the set of aircraft R remaining to be added to s. The set of other aircraft in s, i.e. the ones that are not binding upon the take-off time of any aircraft y ∈ R is called the "non-separation influencing" set.
Since the separation influencing set can affect the take-off time of future aircraft, and hence their objective value(s), two sequences s and s are comparable only if their separation influencing sets are the same if standard dominance rules are used. I.e. sequence s is no worse than sequence s if F (s) ≤ F (s ) and t x ≤ t x for all aircraft x in the separation identical sets. This problem characteristic greatly increases the complexity of the problem by increasing the number of noncomparable sequences by a factor of m!, where m is the number of separation influencing aircraft.
I.e., the requirement for separation identical sets to be the same can significantly reduce the efficacy of pruning rules.
The requirements on the separation identical sets of s and s can be relaxed by integrating "lookahead" or lower bounding strategies to consider the effects of aircraft in the separation influencing sets on the set of aircraft, R, that remain to be added to the partial sequence s. This enables the inference of dominance relations between otherwise incomparable sequences, and significantly increases the number of sequences that can be compared.
Theorem 8. Given partial sequences s and s that contain the same set of aircraft, and a set of aircraft R which have not yet been added, any sequence based on s is no worse than a sequence based on s if s is feasible, F (s) ≤ F (s ) and max x∈s (t x + δ xy , r y ) ≤ max x∈s (t x + δ xy , r y ) ∀y ∈ R Proof: Let z be a sequence consisting of sub-sequence s followed by any (sub-)set of aircraft in R and let z be the sequence consisting of the sub-sequence s followed by the same (sub-)set of aircraft from R in the same order. Let t y and t y denote the times for y ∈ R in sequences z and z , respectively. Then t y ≤ t y ∀y ∈ R, since max x∈s (t x + δ xy , r y ) ≤ max x∈s (t x + δ xy , r y ) ∀y ∈ R. It follows that the makespan, the delay cost, the cost for CTOT violations, and the violation of hard time windows for z based on s is no worse than for z based on s (Theorem 1, Lemmas 1 and 2), so the sequence s , and any sequence based on it, can be pruned without compromising optimality.
Performance: To evaluate dominance with lower bounding, it is sufficient to identify all comparable sequences (i.e. sequences that contain the same set of aircraft but do not neccesarily have the same separation influencing set) and validate the conditions in Theorem 8. If the sequences are ordered and grouped by their aircraft set, the sets of comparable sequences can be located using binary search. I.e. the worst case complexity is given by O(log 2 N ), with N denoting the number of unique aircraft sets in this case. The worst case value of N is determined by the number of unique subsets that can be selected from S, and is given by N = |S|! |s|!(|S|−|s|)! , with |s| denoting the number of aircraft in sequence s. The value of N reaches a maximum for |s| = |S| 2 . However, the other pruning rules introduced in this paper will significantly reduce the number of unique sets in practice (i.e., the value of N ). Hence, the average complexity can be expected to be significantly less than the worst case complexity, making the implementation of dominance with lower bounding computationally very efficient.
Extension:
We note that dominance with lower bounding applies to any arbitrary cost function, even if the aircraft do not have to be scheduled as early as possible. Given t y ≤ t y ∀y ∈ R, the objective value of y in z will never exceed its value in z , since y in z can always be delayed to t y (if this were to improve the objective value) but y in z cannot be advanced to t y .
3.6. Dominance between non-identical sets 3.6.1. Dominance considering subsets Theorem 9. Let s be a partial sequence containing the aircraft from set S and let s be a partial sequence containing the aircraft from set S , where S ⊂ S. Let R denote the set of aircraft which
have not yet been sequenced in s and R denote the set of aircraft which have not yet been sequenced in s . If s is feasible, F (s) ≤ F (s ) and max x∈s (t x +δ xy , r y ) ≤ max x∈s (t x +δ xy , r y ) ∀y ∈ R, then the sequence s and any sequence based on it can be pruned without compromising optimality.
Proof: Given the definition of s, s , S, S , R and R , R ⊂ R in Theorem 8, the sequence obtained by adding the aircraft from R after s can not be worse than the one obtained by adding the same aircraft from R (in the same order) after s . Inserting the additional aircraft from R \ R cannot reduce the makespan, the delay cost, the cost for CTOT violations, and violation of hard time windows (Theorem 1 and Lemmas 3 and 4), regardless of their positions. Thus, the sequence based on s and R cannot be worse than the sequence based on s and R . The sequence s , and any sequences based it, can therefore be pruned without compromising optimality.
We note that this dominance relationship can be further tightened by considering a lower bound L for the total cost of the aircraft in R \ R, calculated from their earliest take-off times given that they must follow s , and consider whether
Performance: Similarly to dominance with lower bounding, dominance between subsets requires the retrieval of the set of all sequences containing a given set of aircraft, which can be done in O(log 2 N ). This has to be repeated for all subsets of the aircraft in s that one would want to consider. Hence, the complexity of validating dominance between subsets is a linear function of the number of subsets that are considered, and logarithmic as a function of the number of unique aircraft sets.
We note that dominance with subsets is applicable for any arbitrary non-negative cost function.
Dominance considering non-identical sets
Theorem 10. Let s and s be arbitrary partial sequences containing the aircraft from set S ∪ i and S ∪ k, respectively (i more difficult to sequence than k,
R ∪ k and R ∪ i denote the sets of aircraft which have not yet been sequenced in s and s , respectively.
If s is feasible, max
and Inequality 15 holds, then s (and any sequence based on it) can be pruned from the solution space without compromising optimality.
Proof: Let z be a sequence consisting of partial sequence s, followed by any sequence of aircraft from R ∪ k. Let z be the corresponding sequence consisting of partial sequence s , followed by the same sequence of aircraft from R ∪ i, replacing aircraft k by aircraft i. Given that max
Given that lt i ≤ lt k , t x ≤ t x ∀x ∈ R and that s is feasible, it then follows that the violation of hard time windows for z no worse than z . In addition, given that t x ≤ t x ∀x ∈ R, the cost incurred by any aircraft x ∈ R is no worse in z than in z . Also, since t k ≤ t i and t i ≤ t (t ≥ max
Hence, satisfying Inequality 15 is sufficient for satisfying Inequality 16 and implies that the current difference in cost between s and s is less than any future difference between z and z , and that for any sequence z there is a sequence z which is no worse. Pruning s (or any sequence based on it) from the solution space will therefore not compromise optimality. Theorem 10 is thereby a generalisation of Theorem 6, for which the aircraft in s and s can take any arbitrary order. From a computational perspective however, Theorem 6 allows for much faster implementation, since it only applies to one single sequence, and does not require the retrieval of the set of sequences containing the aircraft in s . 3.7.2. Discussion In contrast to some previous methods where only one aircraft is considered to influence the separations of later aircraft, the dynamic program and the pruning rules that it uses explicitly considers multiple separation influencing aircraft. This implies that the approach is applicable to problem instances where the triangle inequality does not hold (e.g. departures and mixed mode operations) or to multi-runway scenarios where it is necessary to take, at least, the last aircraft on every runway into account. The fact that considering multiple separation influencing aircraft may result in a combinatorial explosion of the state space is addressed by introducing the pruning rules and using more flexible dominance rules. if appending a to s will not violate insertion dominance ( §3.4) then
9:
if appending a to s will not violate conditional orders ( §3.3.1) then
10:
if appending a to s will not violate conditional non-identical orders ( §3.3.2) then 11:
expand s by adding a, resulting in sN ew
12:
add sN ew to currentStateSpace
13:
check for dominance with look-ahead in currentStateSpace ( §3.5) check for subset dominance between previousStateSpace and currentStateSpace ( §3.6.1)
21:
check for dominance between non-identical sets in currentStateSpace ( §3.6.2)
22:
previousStateSpace = currentStateSpace
23:
Initialise currentStateSpace to be empty 24: end while 4. Results
Problem Instances
The performance of our pruned dynamic program is illustrated here using complex real world problem instances, covering three days of departure operations at London Heathrow Airport. The instances were first introduced in Atkin et al. (2012) for the pushback time allocation problem.
Their characteristics are summarised in Table 2 , which shows the number of sets of separation identical aircraft and the number of aircraft with CTOTs. Each instance contains 55 aircraft, of which the first 5 are assumed to be fixed to give a take-off history. Table 2 Problem instances
The terminal manoeuvering area around London Heathrow is highly complex. It has ten different standard instrument departure routes in normal use at any time. In addition, up to three different speed classes and five different weight classes have to be considered, resulting in 180 different aircraft types (corresponding to N above) and 32400 possible combinations. This results in a large and complex separation matrix in which triangle inequalities are violated (the separation of subsequent aircraft is influenced by the two most recent ones in general, and more on occasion). A detailed description of the separation requirements at Heathrow Airport is provided in Atkin (2008) . It is also obvious from Table 2 that there are more than the usual 3 to 6 different separation classes (as discussed in the arrival scheduling literature) to consider.
We start our analysis with a comparison between the runtimes obtained by our approach with those obtained for the approaches introduced by Psaraftis (1980) and Balakrishnan and Chandran (2010) . We complete this consideration by applying the pruning rules to an alternative problem which was previously introduced in the literature and illustrate their effectiveness. The focus of the remainder of our analysis is threefold: to evaluate the effectiveness of the principles introduced in §3 that underpin our dynamic program; to see the impact of optimising multiple objectives as opposed to a single objective; to see the potential real world improvements that could be obtained from runway sequencing without constraining an aircraft's maximum positional shift relative to the initial first come first served sequence (i.e., modelling equity as an objective through the nonlinear delay penalty only), as opposed to runway sequencing in which the maximum positional shift
relative to the aircraft's initial position is constrained (i.e., modelling equity as a hard constraint, in addition to the non-linear delay penalty).
Our pruned DP was implemented in Java and all experiments reported in this section were carried out on a single core of an Intel(R) Core(TM)i7 CPU 950@3.70GHz desktop PC. Our code was allocated 16GB of RAM and executed on Sun's Java(TM) Runtime environment (Version 6), on a Windows 7, 64 bit, Enterprise Edition platform. The following parameter settings were used:
W 1 = 100, W 2 = 10, ω 1 = 10 ω 2 = 10000, ω 3 = 100, ω 4 = 1000000, α = 1.5, which were taken from Atkin (2008) .
Comparison with previous approaches
As discussed in Section 1, constrained position shifts have been utilised in the past to reduce the problem complexity by limiting the number of positions that each aircraft can take. The problems of such an approach are illustrated in this section.
The average, maximum, and total runtime for different values of the constrained position shift and for different previous approaches are listed in Table 3 . For instance, the third line in Table   3 for constrained position shift 3 represents the results that were obtained when the maximum number of positions that an aircraft could deviate from its position in the initial sequence was restricted to ±3. All code was implemented in a comparable way and common components were shared between the implementations to make the comparison as fair as possible.
The results show that the computational cost for the approaches introduced by Psaraftis (1980) and Balakrishnan and Chandran (2010) increases rapidly as a function of the constrained position shift. This is in line with the expectations based on their theoretical complexity and with the results in the publications themselves, since they were not designed for such complex problems, relying on having a low number of separation groups. In the case of Balakrishnan and Chandran's approach, the runs for a constrained position shift of 10 were terminated when our implementation failed to solve the first instance within 12 hours. This was also the case for Psaraftis' approach when a constrained position shift of 55 was applied (which effectively means that any aircraft could take up any position in the sequence). Table 3 Computational cost in seconds for different dynamic programs, summed for all 36 data instances. Furini's instances were considerably easier to solve than the instances considered for Heathrow Airport. The results in Table 4 were obtained by enabling complete orders, conditional orders, dominance with lower bounding, and insertion dominance. These rules were able to prune the state space sufficiently without the additional computational burden of checking the other pruning rules, and without the need to add additional complexity to the algorithm. The total runtime to solve all problem instances to optimality was 64 milliseconds, or on average 5.3ms per problem instance. This equates to a speedup by a factor of 37170 relative to the runtimes reported in Table 4 Optimal results for the benchmark instances introduced by Furini et al. (2012) .
Pruning
The results in Table 5 illustrate the efficiency of the pruning rules, by showing the effects of iteratively disabling each of the rules in our full implementation. The number of states that were generated and the runtimes for the full implementation are listed in the second column of Table 5 .
The numbers listed in the other columns represent the ratio of the number of states generated in the modified implementation versus the number of states in the full implementation. The numbers Article submitted to Transportation Science; manuscript no. (Please, provide the mansucript number!)
It can be observed from Table 5 that the most efficient principles are dominance with lower bounding, subset dominance, and conditional orders between identical aircraft. These reduced the number of states (or runtimes) by a factor of 37. 74 (76.15), 14.54 (16.14), and 8.94 (25.10) respectively. They are followed by insertion dominance, conditional orders between non-identical aircraft, and dominance between non-identical sets, which resulted in a factor of 2.95, 1.14, and 1.03 times fewer states being generated, and speed-ups of a factor of 5.05, 1.10, and 0.99, respectively.
The table also shows that conditional orders between identical aircraft covers complete orders, as explained in §3.3.1: exactly the same number of states are generated if the respective rule is disabled.
However, the inclusion of complete orders still results in a speed up by a factor of 2.78 by reducing the computational burden. The relative ratio of the state space reduction versus the reduction in runtime illustrates that some principles are more "costly" to implement. However, apart from dominance between non-identical sets, the significant reduction in the number of states always outweighed the additional computational cost of adding the pruning rule to the implementation.
Our full implementation is able to generate optimal results in an average runtime of 1.29 seconds per dataset, a maximum runtime of 8.86 seconds, and a total runtime of 46.35 seconds across all 36
instances. We note that no parallelisation of our code was used, however preliminary experiments indicate that further reductions in runtime are possible from parallelisation.
The pruning rules evaluated above exploit three key characteristics that are present in real world instances:
• Aircraft arrive over time and cannot depart before they are ready (insertion dominance, dominance with lower bounding)
• Sets of identical aircraft are present (complete orders, conditional orders between identical aircraft)
• The separations are structured (conditional orders between non-identical aircraft and dominance between non-identical sets)
These characteristics are expected to be present in the majority of the real world runway sequencing problems, since they are inherent to the core nature of the problem. In the worst case scenario, where every aircraft belongs to a different weight class, and/or speed class, and/or follows a different SID, or all aircraft have a slot, no complete orders can be inferred, and the pruning exploiting conditional orders between identical and non-identical aircraft will become more important. Similarly, if all aircraft are ready at the same time, insertion dominance and dominance with lower bounding will become less efficient, but the other pruning rules will still apply. However, none of these scenarios are likely to occur in practice.
For instance, insertion dominance and dominance with lower bounding exploit the fact that aircraft "depart over time", and are not all ready at the same time (which is likely to be always the case in a real world instances). If all aircraft are subject to a slot (which is unlikely to happen in practice), complete orders can not be inferred. However, in this case, conditional orders could be inferred in many cases, as discussed in special cases for Theorem 4 in §3.3. the increasing challenges when considering multiple objectives. We note that the computation times for CPS 10 are slightly larger than those for the unconstrained problem. This is due to the fact that the pruning rules need to account for constrained position shifts, which reduces their efficiency/applicability in some cases. Table 6 Computational cost in seconds (average, maximum, total) as a function of the constrained position shift for different objective function configurations.
Objectives

CPS
Impact
The results in Table 7 illustrate the real world benefits that could be obtained for makespan (runway utilisation), delay, and CTOT compliance when solving the departure sequencing problem without constrained position shifts. The values in Table 7 show the increase in makespan and delay (in minutes), and the absolute increase in the number of CTOT violations and their extensions for solutions obtained with a constrained position shift, relative to unconstrained solutions. For example, the results illustrate that for a constrained position shift of 3 and with the given preferences
